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Automatic Story Writing

🤔
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“I want some steak🤤!”

🥩

🤔
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“It’s a sunny day, let’s go out😃!”

🥩

🤔
🚶
🌞
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“Nice steak they have😋!”

🥩

🤔
🚶
🌞

Photo taken @Shanghai
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Automatic Story Re-Writing

🥩

🤔
🚶
🌞

Photo taken @Shanghai

“What if ⛈?”

👧
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“Oh☹, I hate rainy days.”

🥩

🤔
🚶

🏠
What if…?

🌞

⛈

Photo taken @Shanghai
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“What should I do🤨?”

🥩

🤔
🚶

🏠

Photo taken @Shanghai

🌞

⛈

What if…?
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“I might as well cook it myself👨🍳!”

🥩

🤔
🚶

🏠
Photo credit to Dr. Yemeng ZHOU👩🍳

Photo taken @Shanghai

🌞

⛈

What if…?
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Counterfactual Story Rewriting 
for Creative NLG

🥩

🤔
🚶

🏠
Photo credit to Dr. Yemeng ZHOU👩🍳

Photo taken @Shanghai

🌞

⛈

What if…?
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Counterfactual Reasoning 
• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 

outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions.
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions.
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

Association: What if I see…?

• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions.
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

Intervention: What if I do…?

• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

Counterfactuals: What if I had done…?

• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

• Challenge: Causal Invariance  
• the factors that hold constant 

with the change of conditions 
in a series of events

Counterfactuals: What if I had done…?

• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions



• A hypothetical thinking process to assess possible 
outcomes by modifying certain prior conditions
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Counterfactual Reasoning 

Judea Pearl’s “Ladder of Causality”

• Challenge: Causal Invariance  
• the factors that hold constant 

with the change of conditions 
in a series of events

🥩

Counterfactuals: What if I had done…?



Counterfactual 
Storyline
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The Trade-off: 
Minimal-edits vs. Coherence

Can we rewrite a new story ending with minimal edits?

S’2: Kelly never beat the 
game though.

S3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S4: Finally she beat the last level.  
S5: Kelly was so happy to finally beat it.

S’3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S’4: She never beat the last level.  
S’5: Kelly was so sad to be stuck at the end.

S1: Kelly was playing 
her new Mario game.

S2: She had been 
playing it for weeks.

Original  
Storyline

What if…

Original Ending

Counterfactual Ending
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The Trade-off: 
Minimal-edits vs. Coherence

Can we rewrite a new story ending with minimal edits?

For pre-trained LMs, massive editing can 
almost certainly lead to a coherent ending.
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The Trade-off: 
Minimal-edits vs. Coherence

Can we rewrite a new story ending with minimal edits?

For pre-trained LMs, massive editing can 
almost certainly lead to a coherent ending.

S’2: Kelly never beat the 
game though.

S3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S4: Finally she beat the last level.  
S5: Kelly was so happy to finally beat it.

S’3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S’4: She never beat the last level.  
S’5: Kelly was so sad to be stuck at the end.

S1: Kelly was playing 
her new Mario game.

S2: She had been 
playing it for weeks.

Original  
Storyline

What if…

Original Ending

Counterfactual Ending

Also do it without 
supervision! 

Humans do not need 
training to imagine 
possible futures! 
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How does Previous Method  
Solve this Problem?

Qin, Lianhui, Vered Shwartz, Peter West, Chandra Bhagavatula, Jena Hwang, Ronan Le Bras, Antoine Bosselut, and Yejin Choi. Back to 
the future: Unsupervised backprop-based decoding for counterfactual and abductive commonsense reasoning. EMNLP 2020

DELOREAN
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DELOREAN
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How does Previous Method  
Solve this Problem?

Qin, Lianhui, Vered Shwartz, Peter West, Chandra Bhagavatula, Jena Hwang, Ronan Le Bras, Antoine Bosselut, and Yejin Choi. Back to 
the future: Unsupervised backprop-based decoding for counterfactual and abductive commonsense reasoning. EMNLP 2020

Constraints backprop to 
the pre-trained LMs

DELOREAN

Still massive edits?
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EDUCAT: Edit a Story Ending

S’2: Kelly never beat the 
game though.

S3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S4: Finally she beat the last level.  
S5: Kelly was so happy to finally beat it.

S’3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S’4: She never beat the last level.  
S’5: Kelly was so sad to be stuck at the end.

S1: Kelly was playing 
her new Mario game.

Counterfactual 
Storyline

S2: She had been 
playing it for weeks.

Original  
Storyline

S’3: She was playing for so long 
without beating the level.  
S’4: She beat never beat the last 
level.  
S’5: Kelly was so happy to finally 
beat it.

S’3: She was playing for so long 
without beating the level.  
S’4: She never beat the last level.  
S’5: Kelly was so happy sad to 
finally beat it.

What if…

Iterative Editing  
by g(xt+1 |xt)

xt

xt+1

🐱🎓
EduCat

<latexit sha1_base64="BLmihXJQaIOFXVyczEKmWAGruoo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyWRih6LRfBYwX5AG8pms2mXbjZhd1asob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1LOFLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL9sFhWyVaEtoiCU9kN8CKciZoCxhw2k0lxXHAaScYN2Z+54FKxRJxD5OU+jEeChYxgsFIA7vcB/oIimQ3oW5gmA7silt153BWiZeTCsrRHNhf/TAhOqYCCMdK9Tw3BT/DEhjhdFrqa0VTTMZ4SHuGChxT5Wfzw6fOqVFCJ0qkKQHOXP09keFYqUkcmM4Yw0gtezPxP6+nIbryMyZSDVSQxaJIcwcSZ5aCEzJJCfCJIZhIZm51yAhLTMBkVTIheMsvr5L2edWrVS/uapX6dR5HER2jE3SGPHSJ6ugWNVELEaTRM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+L1oKVzxyhP7A+fwAr2ZNu</latexit>

Original Ending

Counterfactual Ending

Step1: Accept 

Step2: Accept 

Step3: Reject 

Step4: Reject 

Step5: Accept 

….
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Structured Causal Model

X Y

Z
x y

z

Prediction

Confounder

Treatment Effect

🥩

🚶🏨

Premise

Condition Ending
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Structured Causal Model

🏠

X Y

Z
x y

z

x′ y′ 

z

Prediction

Intervention

Confounder

Treatment Effect

🥩

🚶

🍳

🥩

🏨

do(X = x′ )
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Estimating Potential Outcome After 
Intervention — Causal Risk Ratio 

Causal Risk Ratio:

CRR =
P(Y = y | do(X = x′ ), Z = z)
P(Y = y | do(X = x), Z = z)

P(Y = y |do(X = x′ )) = ∑
z

P(Y = y |X = x′ , Z = z)P(Z = z)
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Estimating Potential Outcome After 
Intervention — Causal Risk Ratio 

Causal Risk Ratio:

CRR =
P(Y = y | do(X = x′ ), Z = z)
P(Y = y | do(X = x), Z = z)

Causal Sufficiency Assumption

P(Y = y |do(X = x)) = P(Y = y |X = x, Z = z)

P(Y = y |do(X = x′ )) = ∑
z

P(Y = y |X = x′ , Z = z)P(Z = z)
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Estimating Potential Outcome After 
Intervention — Causal Risk Ratio 

Causal Risk Ratio:

CRR =
P(Y = y | do(X = x′ ), Z = z)
P(Y = y | do(X = x), Z = z)

Causal Sufficiency Assumption

P(Y = y |do(X = x)) = P(Y = y |X = x, Z = z)

P(Y = y |do(X = x′ )) = ∑
z

P(Y = y |X = x′ , Z = z)P(Z = z)

CRR =
P(Y = y | X = x′ , Z = z)
P(Y = y | X = x, Z = z) 🙋



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define target objectives as stationary distribution 
– Moving  to  by generating from the proposal 

distribution  
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterating until convergence

yt yt+1
g(yt+1 |yt)

α(yt+1 |yt)

30

Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling

Miao, Ning, Hao Zhou, Lili Mou, Rui Yan, and Lei Li. CGMH: Constrained sentence generation by Metropolis-Hastings 
sampling. AAAI 2019.



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Moving  to  by generating from the proposal 

distribution  
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterating until convergence

π(y)
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Move  to  by generating from the proposal distribution 

 
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterating until convergence

π(y)
yt yt+1

g(yt+1 |yt)
α(yt+1 |yt)
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Move  to  by generating from the proposal distribution 

 
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterate until convergence

π(y)
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling



• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Move  to  by generating from the proposal distribution 

 
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterate until convergence 
– Rank the accepted ones with 

π(y)
yt yt+1

g(yt+1 |yt)
α(yt+1 |yt)

π( ⋅ )
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling

α(yt+1 |yt) = min {1,
π(yt+1)1/Tg(yt |yt+1)
π(yt)1/Tg(yt+1 |yt) }

• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Move  to  by generating from the proposal distribution 

 
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterate until convergence 
– Rank the accepted ones with 

π(y)
yt yt+1

g(yt+1 |yt)
α(yt+1 |yt)

π( ⋅ )
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Unsupervised Constrained Editing  
via MCMC Sampling

α(yt+1 |yt) = min {1,
π(yt+1)1/Tg(yt |yt+1)
π(yt)1/Tg(yt+1 |yt) }

 

coherence & fluency

π(y) ∝ 𝒳LM(y) ⋅ 𝒳Coh(y)

• CGMH: sentence generation with Metropolis-Hastings 
Sampling. [Miao et al. 2019] 

– Define desired properties as stationary distribution  
– Move  to  by generating from the proposal distribution 

 
– Accept a proposal with acceptance rate  
– Iterate until convergence 
– Rank the accepted ones with 

π(y)
yt yt+1

g(yt+1 |yt)
α(yt+1 |yt)

π( ⋅ )
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Desired Properties:  
Fluency and Coherence

• Fluency Score 
• Sentence probability from a PLM (e.g., GPT-2)

𝒳LM(y*) =
N

∏
i=1

PLM(y*i |z, x′ , y*<i)



• Coherence Score 
• Punish proposed endings contradictory to the counterfactual 

conditions but consistent with the initial ones 
• Inspired by CRR 
•  could be changed from a PLM to more sophisticated onesPCoh
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Desired Properties:  
Fluency and Coherence

• Fluency Score 
• Sentence probability from a PLM (e.g., GPT-2)

𝒳LM(y*) =
N

∏
i=1

PLM(y*i |z, x′ , y*<i)

𝒳Coh(y*) =
PCoh(Y = y* | z, x′ )
PCoh(Y = y* | z, x)

CRR =
P(Y = y | X = x′ , Z = z)
P(Y = y | X = x, Z = z)

🙋
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Make an Edit Proposal —  
Where to Edit?

• Conflict token detection
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Make an Edit Proposal —  
Where to Edit?

• Conflict token detection

Pcf(y*i ) = softmax(
PLM(y*i |z, x, y*<i)
PLM(y*i |z, x′ , y*<i)

)

CRR =
P(Y = y | X = x′ , Z = z)
P(Y = y | X = x, Z = z)

🙋
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Make an Edit Proposal —  
Edit with What?

• Modification actions 

 

• Replace: mask-predict with an MLM (e.g., 
BERT) 
•  
• Sample from  

• Insert: insert a [MASK], then do Replace 
• Delete: reverse of Insert

g(yt+1 |yt) =
1
3 ∑

op∈{r,d,i}

gop(yt+1 |yt)

gr(yt+1 |yt) = 1(wc ∈ 𝒬) ⋅ PMLM(w*m = wc |x−m)
PMLM( ⋅ )
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EDUCAT: Edit a Story Ending

S’2: Kelly never beat the 
game though.

S3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S4: Finally she beat the last level.  
S5: Kelly was so happy to finally beat it.

S1: Kelly was playing 
her new Mario game.

Counterfactual 
Storyline

S2: She had been 
playing it for weeks.

Original  
Storyline

What if…

Original Ending
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EDUCAT: Edit a Story Ending

S’2: Kelly never beat the 
game though.

S3: She was playing for so long without beating the 
level.  
S4: Finally she beat the last level.  
S5: Kelly was so happy to finally beat it.

S1: Kelly was playing 
her new Mario game.

Counterfactual 
Storyline

S2: She had been 
playing it for weeks.

Original  
Storyline

S’3: She was playing for so long 
without beating the level.  
S’4: She beat never beat the last 
level.  
S’5: Kelly was so happy to finally 
beat it.

What if…

Iterative Editing  
by g(xt+1 |xt)

xt

🐱🎓
EduCat

<latexit sha1_base64="BLmihXJQaIOFXVyczEKmWAGruoo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyWRih6LRfBYwX5AG8pms2mXbjZhd1asob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1LOFLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL9sFhWyVaEtoiCU9kN8CKciZoCxhw2k0lxXHAaScYN2Z+54FKxRJxD5OU+jEeChYxgsFIA7vcB/oIimQ3oW5gmA7silt153BWiZeTCsrRHNhf/TAhOqYCCMdK9Tw3BT/DEhjhdFrqa0VTTMZ4SHuGChxT5Wfzw6fOqVFCJ0qkKQHOXP09keFYqUkcmM4Yw0gtezPxP6+nIbryMyZSDVSQxaJIcwcSZ5aCEzJJCfCJIZhIZm51yAhLTMBkVTIheMsvr5L2edWrVS/uapX6dR5HER2jE3SGPHSJ6ugWNVELEaTRM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+L1oKVzxyhP7A+fwAr2ZNu</latexit>

Original Ending
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Original Ending

Step1: Accept 

Step2: Accept 

Step3: Reject 

Step4: Reject 

Step5: Accept 

….
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EDUCAT: Edit a Story Ending
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Experiments: Dataset and Metrics

Qin, Lianhui, Antoine Bosselut, Ari Holtzman, Chandra Bhagavatula, Elizabeth Clark, and Yejin Choi. Counterfactual story 
reasoning and generation. EMNLP 2019

•Dataset 
– TimeTravel 

•Metrics 
– BLEU 
– BERTScore
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Experiments: Dataset and Metrics
•Dataset 

– TimeTravel 

•Metrics 
– BLEU 
– BERTScore 
– EntScore: a model-based discriminative metric  

‣ Initial or counterfactual? Binary classification with 
RoBERTa  

‣ For coherence
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Experiments: Dataset and Metrics
•Dataset 

– TimeTravel 

•Metrics 
– BLEU 
– BERTScore 
– EntScore: a model-based discriminative metric  

‣ Initial or counterfactual? Binary classification with 
RoBERTa  

‣ For coherence 
– HMean: Harmonic Mean of EntScore and BLEU 

‣ For the trade-off
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Quality of Metrics: 
Correlation with Humans
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Quality of Metrics: 
Correlation with Humans
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Quality of Metrics: 
Correlation with Humans
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Quality of Metrics: 
Correlation with Humans
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Quality of Metrics: 
Correlation with Humans

Better trade-off with HMean of ENTS and BLEU!
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Automatic and Human Evaluation



• EDUCAT is competitive against baselines but falls far behind humans.
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Automatic and Human Evaluation



• EDUCAT is competitive against baselines but falls far behind humans.
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Automatic and Human Evaluation

(Please check the paper for details.)

• With massive edits, even a pre-trained GPT-2 can write coherent endings.



• EDUCAT is competitive against baselines but falls far behind humans.
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Automatic and Human Evaluation

(Please check the paper for details.)

• With massive edits, even a pre-trained GPT-2 can write coherent endings.

• EDUCAT is competitive in coherence and minimal-edits under human evaluation.



• Both conflict detection and coherence objective work for the task. 

• Can be further improved with a more sophisticated coherence 
checking model for  in .Pcoh( ⋅ ) 𝒳coh( ⋅ )
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Ablation Study

(Please check the paper for details.)



• Both conflict detection and coherence objective work for the task. 

• Can be further improved with a more sophisticated coherence 
checking model for  in .Pcoh( ⋅ ) 𝒳coh( ⋅ )
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Ablation Study

(Please check the paper for details.)
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Case Study
S1: Gina had done everything she could think of to beat the heat. 
S2: And it was only noon. 
S3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S4: She decided she needed to go where there was air conditioning.  
S5: She went inside a nearby cafe.

S’2: Luckily, it was evening and starting to cool off.

S’3: The sun had gotten lower in the sky. 
S’4: She decided next time it was so hot she needed to go where there was air 
conditioning. 
S’5: So she planned to go inside a nearby cafe.

Human

<latexit sha1_base64="YiaIgwvvs7pzMHBj9m8gHInr5+U=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseumxgv2AdinZNG1Dk+ySTMS69Jd48aCIV3+KN/+Nu+0etPXBwOO9GWbmhbHgBjzv2ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl9+CwZSKrKWvSSES6ExLDBFesCRwE68SaERkK1g4nt5nffmDa8EjdwzRmgSQjxYecEkilvlvuAXsEQ5O6lUTNSn234lW9OfAq8XNSQTkafferN4iolUwBFcSYru/FECREA6eCzUo9a1hM6ISMWDelikhmgmR++AyfpsoADyOdlgI8V39PJEQaM5Vh2ikJjM2yl4n/eV0Lw+sg4Sq2wBRdLBpagSHCWQp4wDWjIKYpIVTz9FZMx0QTCmlWWQj+8surpHVe9S+ql3cXldpNHkcRHaMTdIZ8dIVqqI4aqIkosugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtAfOJ8/30KTOw==</latexit>

🌇
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Case Study
S1: Gina had done everything she could think of to beat the heat. 
S2: And it was only noon. 
S3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S4: She decided she needed to go where there was air conditioning.  
S5: She went inside a nearby cafe.

S’2: Luckily, it was evening and starting to cool off.

S’3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S’4: She decided she needed to go outside and get some fresh air. 
S’5: She went inside and got some fresh air.

Delorean

<latexit sha1_base64="FgiZvBWFSYqMKnl4ci8z9IR6bqI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugkVwVWZE0WVRFy4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0kxmSO9Iy9FfcuFDErT/izr8x085CWw8EDuecy705fiSFQdf9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8bDUMGGsOdR5KEPd8pkBKRTUUaCEVqSBBb6Epj++Tf3mE2gjQvWI0wi6ARsqMRCcoZV6xVIHYYKGJ3dgo8DUrNArlt2KOwddJV5GyiRDrVf86vRDHgegkEtmTNtzI+wmTKPgEmaFTmwgYnzMhtC2VLEATDeZ3z6jp1bp00Go7VNI5+rviYQFxkwD3yYDhiOz7KXif147xsF1NxEqihEUXywaxJJiSNMiaF9o4CinljCuhb2V8hHTjKOtKy3BW/7yKmmcV7yLyuXDRbl6k9WRJ8fkhJwRj1yRKrknNVInnEzIM3klb87MeXHenY9FNOdkM0fkD5zPHzCnlIo=</latexit>

S’3: The sun had gotten lower in the sky. 
S’4: She decided next time it was so hot she needed to go where there was air 
conditioning. 
S’5: So she planned to go inside a nearby cafe.

Human

<latexit sha1_base64="YiaIgwvvs7pzMHBj9m8gHInr5+U=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseumxgv2AdinZNG1Dk+ySTMS69Jd48aCIV3+KN/+Nu+0etPXBwOO9GWbmhbHgBjzv2ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl9+CwZSKrKWvSSES6ExLDBFesCRwE68SaERkK1g4nt5nffmDa8EjdwzRmgSQjxYecEkilvlvuAXsEQ5O6lUTNSn234lW9OfAq8XNSQTkafferN4iolUwBFcSYru/FECREA6eCzUo9a1hM6ISMWDelikhmgmR++AyfpsoADyOdlgI8V39PJEQaM5Vh2ikJjM2yl4n/eV0Lw+sg4Sq2wBRdLBpagSHCWQp4wDWjIKYpIVTz9FZMx0QTCmlWWQj+8surpHVe9S+ql3cXldpNHkcRHaMTdIZ8dIVqqI4aqIkosugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtAfOJ8/30KTOw==</latexit>

🌞

🌇
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Case Study

S’3: The sun was high in the sky. 
S’4: She decided she needed to go somewhere where there was air. 
S’5: She went to the beach.

S1: Gina had done everything she could think of to beat the heat. 
S2: And it was only noon. 
S3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S4: She decided she needed to go where there was air conditioning.  
S5: She went inside a nearby cafe.

S’2: Luckily, it was evening and starting to cool off.

S’3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S’4: She decided she needed to go outside and get some fresh air. 
S’5: She went inside and got some fresh air.

Delorean

<latexit sha1_base64="FgiZvBWFSYqMKnl4ci8z9IR6bqI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugkVwVWZE0WVRFy4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0kxmSO9Iy9FfcuFDErT/izr8x085CWw8EDuecy705fiSFQdf9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8bDUMGGsOdR5KEPd8pkBKRTUUaCEVqSBBb6Epj++Tf3mE2gjQvWI0wi6ARsqMRCcoZV6xVIHYYKGJ3dgo8DUrNArlt2KOwddJV5GyiRDrVf86vRDHgegkEtmTNtzI+wmTKPgEmaFTmwgYnzMhtC2VLEATDeZ3z6jp1bp00Go7VNI5+rviYQFxkwD3yYDhiOz7KXif147xsF1NxEqihEUXywaxJJiSNMiaF9o4CinljCuhb2V8hHTjKOtKy3BW/7yKmmcV7yLyuXDRbl6k9WRJ8fkhJwRj1yRKrknNVInnEzIM3klb87MeXHenY9FNOdkM0fkD5zPHzCnlIo=</latexit>

S’3: The sun had gotten lower in the sky. 
S’4: She decided next time it was so hot she needed to go where there was air 
conditioning. 
S’5: So she planned to go inside a nearby cafe.

Human

<latexit sha1_base64="YiaIgwvvs7pzMHBj9m8gHInr5+U=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseumxgv2AdinZNG1Dk+ySTMS69Jd48aCIV3+KN/+Nu+0etPXBwOO9GWbmhbHgBjzv2ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl9+CwZSKrKWvSSES6ExLDBFesCRwE68SaERkK1g4nt5nffmDa8EjdwzRmgSQjxYecEkilvlvuAXsEQ5O6lUTNSn234lW9OfAq8XNSQTkafferN4iolUwBFcSYru/FECREA6eCzUo9a1hM6ISMWDelikhmgmR++AyfpsoADyOdlgI8V39PJEQaM5Vh2ikJjM2yl4n/eV0Lw+sg4Sq2wBRdLBpagSHCWQp4wDWjIKYpIVTz9FZMx0QTCmlWWQj+8surpHVe9S+ql3cXldpNHkcRHaMTdIZ8dIVqqI4aqIkosugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtAfOJ8/30KTOw==</latexit>

CGMH

<latexit sha1_base64="F7uAKSfxAQaH+5Q2Fp0ghDMyw+0=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI/BHMxFiGAekCxhdtJJhsw+nOkNhiXf4cWDIl79GG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5UVSaLTtbyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PGjqMFYc6D2WoWh7TIEUAdRQooRUpYL4noemNKjO/OQalRRg84CQC12eDQPQFZ2gkt4PwhJonldu76rSbL9hFew66SpyUFEiKWjf/1emFPPYhQC6Z1m3HjtBNmELBJUxznVhDxPiIDaBtaMB80G4yP3pKz4zSo/1QmQqQztXfEwnztZ74nun0GQ71sjcT//PaMfav3UQEUYwQ8MWifiwphnSWAO0JBRzlxBDGlTC3Uj5kinE0OeVMCM7yy6ukcVF0SsXL+1KhfJPGkSUn5JScE4dckTKpkhqpE04eyTN5JW/W2Hqx3q2PRWvGSmeOyR9Ynz+3m5IS</latexit>

🌞

🌞🏖

🌇
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Case Study

S’3: The sun was high in the sky. 
S’4: She decided she needed to go somewhere where there was air. 
S’5: She went to the beach.

S1: Gina had done everything she could think of to beat the heat. 
S2: And it was only noon. 
S3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S4: She decided she needed to go where there was air conditioning.  
S5: She went inside a nearby cafe.

S’3: The sun was low in the sky.  
S’4: She decided that she needed to go somewhere where there was no air conditioning.  
S’5: She headed to the park.

S’2: Luckily, it was evening and starting to cool off.

S’3: The sun was still high in the sky.  
S’4: She decided she needed to go outside and get some fresh air. 
S’5: She went inside and got some fresh air.

Delorean

<latexit sha1_base64="FgiZvBWFSYqMKnl4ci8z9IR6bqI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vWpdugkVwVWZE0WVRFy4r2Ae0pWTS2zY0kxmSO9Iy9FfcuFDErT/izr8x085CWw8EDuecy705fiSFQdf9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8bDUMGGsOdR5KEPd8pkBKRTUUaCEVqSBBb6Epj++Tf3mE2gjQvWI0wi6ARsqMRCcoZV6xVIHYYKGJ3dgo8DUrNArlt2KOwddJV5GyiRDrVf86vRDHgegkEtmTNtzI+wmTKPgEmaFTmwgYnzMhtC2VLEATDeZ3z6jp1bp00Go7VNI5+rviYQFxkwD3yYDhiOz7KXif147xsF1NxEqihEUXywaxJJiSNMiaF9o4CinljCuhb2V8hHTjKOtKy3BW/7yKmmcV7yLyuXDRbl6k9WRJ8fkhJwRj1yRKrknNVInnEzIM3klb87MeXHenY9FNOdkM0fkD5zPHzCnlIo=</latexit>

S’3: The sun had gotten lower in the sky. 
S’4: She decided next time it was so hot she needed to go where there was air 
conditioning. 
S’5: So she planned to go inside a nearby cafe.

Human

<latexit sha1_base64="YiaIgwvvs7pzMHBj9m8gHInr5+U=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1o/uurRS7AInsquKHoseumxgv2AdinZNG1Dk+ySTMS69Jd48aCIV3+KN/+Nu+0etPXBwOO9GWbmhbHgBjzv2ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/tl9+CwZSKrKWvSSES6ExLDBFesCRwE68SaERkK1g4nt5nffmDa8EjdwzRmgSQjxYecEkilvlvuAXsEQ5O6lUTNSn234lW9OfAq8XNSQTkafferN4iolUwBFcSYru/FECREA6eCzUo9a1hM6ISMWDelikhmgmR++AyfpsoADyOdlgI8V39PJEQaM5Vh2ikJjM2yl4n/eV0Lw+sg4Sq2wBRdLBpagSHCWQp4wDWjIKYpIVTz9FZMx0QTCmlWWQj+8surpHVe9S+ql3cXldpNHkcRHaMTdIZ8dIVqqI4aqIkosugZvaI358l5cd6dj0VrwclnjtAfOJ8/30KTOw==</latexit>

EduCat

<latexit sha1_base64="BLmihXJQaIOFXVyczEKmWAGruoo=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1o/GvXoJVgETyWRih6LRfBYwX5AG8pms2mXbjZhd1asob/EiwdFvPpTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1LOFLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/bL9sFhWyVaEtoiCU9kN8CKciZoCxhw2k0lxXHAaScYN2Z+54FKxRJxD5OU+jEeChYxgsFIA7vcB/oIimQ3oW5gmA7silt153BWiZeTCsrRHNhf/TAhOqYCCMdK9Tw3BT/DEhjhdFrqa0VTTMZ4SHuGChxT5Wfzw6fOqVFCJ0qkKQHOXP09keFYqUkcmM4Yw0gtezPxP6+nIbryMyZSDVSQxaJIcwcSZ5aCEzJJCfCJIZhIZm51yAhLTMBkVTIheMsvr5L2edWrVS/uapX6dR5HER2jE3SGPHSJ6ugWNVELEaTRM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+L1oKVzxyhP7A+fwAr2ZNu</latexit>

CGMH

<latexit sha1_base64="F7uAKSfxAQaH+5Q2Fp0ghDMyw+0=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI/BHMxFiGAekCxhdtJJhsw+nOkNhiXf4cWDIl79GG/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5UVSaLTtbyuztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A+PGjqMFYc6D2WoWh7TIEUAdRQooRUpYL4noemNKjO/OQalRRg84CQC12eDQPQFZ2gkt4PwhJonldu76rSbL9hFew66SpyUFEiKWjf/1emFPPYhQC6Z1m3HjtBNmELBJUxznVhDxPiIDaBtaMB80G4yP3pKz4zSo/1QmQqQztXfEwnztZ74nun0GQ71sjcT//PaMfav3UQEUYwQ8MWifiwphnSWAO0JBRzlxBDGlTC3Uj5kinE0OeVMCM7yy6ukcVF0SsXL+1KhfJPGkSUn5JScE4dckTKpkhqpE04eyTN5JW/W2Hqx3q2PRWvGSmeOyR9Ynz+3m5IS</latexit>

🌇⛲

🌞

🌞🏖

🌇



• Editing-based methods are also well-suited for 
generative counterfactual reasoning. 

• Better components for EDUCAT will benefit 
unsupervised story rewriting. 

– e.g., better coherence score, more 
desired properties, etc. 

• Better metrics should be studied for evaluating 
this task!
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Takeaways



Have Fun with EDUCAT!

Checkout our code at GitHub! 
https://github.com/jiangjiechen/EDUCAT

https://github.com/jiangjiechen/EDUCAT

